
 

25 May 2012 

 

To whom it may concern 
 

RE: Melanie Sillince   

 

I have known Ms Sillince since 1992 when she organized the first event for the 

Agricultural Economics Association of South Africa.  This was a highly successful event 

and the Association made use of her services again several times thereafter for our local 

conferences. 

 

In 2003 she organized the first African Microfinance Conference in Johannesburg, and 

international event that brought together African and international speakers and 

attendees on the topic.  This now grew into a two yearly event after she organized the 

second African Microfinance Conference in 2005 in Cape Town which was seen as a 

massive success in getting a continent to learn from sharing experience.  The same 

conference was then organized in Kampala in 2007 where she assisted in the 

organisation and advised a local events company, thus indeed sharing her vast 

experience and building capacity as well.  She is now once again our events organiser for 

the 2013 sixth African Microfinance Conference that will take place in South Africa, a full 

decade after we started this in 2003. 

 

Over the years this event has become the premier conference on the topic in Africa, and 

her talents, effort and professionalism made a great contribution in establishing this 

event as a brand name.  Attendees always rate this event positively (average more than 

90% of attendees) and it still follows the same base design, with a range of 

implementation enhancements, that we started out with in 2003.  Indeed the creation of 

an institution, rather than just a conference. 

 

I therefore am confident in providing this personal reference for Ms Sillince in the 

knowledge that the event will be organised in a comprehensive, professional way with 

nice creative touches to move away from the mundane “just another conference”. 

 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof Gerhard Coetzee 

Director: Centre for Inclusive Banking in Africa and  

Extraordinary Professor, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Development 
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